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Abstract. Some two dimensional billiards are Bernoulli flows.

0. Introduction
"Billiards" will mean a point particle moving on a table with smooth
convex obstacles and bouncing elastically against them. Upon collision
with the boundary the particle is either elastically reflected (reflecting
billiards) or disappears to reappear at the opposite side (periodic
billiards).
The qualitative theory of the above motion leads, in a natural way,
to consider the flow St on the particle's phase space endowed with the
Liouville measure.
Some simple questions can be answered if it is known that the flow
St is ergodic.
Recently Sinai has given a proof that St is not only ergodic but,
also, a K-fΊow. In this paper, making use of the results and techniques
of Refs. [1-3], we prove that St is a Bernoulli flow.
We mention, however, that the knowledge that St is a K-flow or a
B-ίlow is not sufficient to answer many questions of direct physical interest: consider, for instance, the average (with respect to the Liouville
measure) of the cosine of the angle between the particle's velocity at
time zero and its velocity at time t. How fast does it go to zero when t
tends to infinity? [4].
The fact that it goes to zero is implied by the K-property (actually
mixing would suffice): the 5-property does not teach more about this
problem and it seems that much work has still to be done to obtain other
relevant information [4].
The reader will be assumed familiar with the definitions and the
ideas of the paper in Ref. [3] which is necessary to understand without
pain the thread behind the lemmas of Section 4.
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The basic notations are in Section 1.
The construction in Sections 2 and 3 are due to Sinai [1]: so Sections 2
and 3 could, in principle, be extracted from his paper or from [2].
We work with approximate foliations of contraction and dilatation
rather than using the exact ones and this is the reason why Section 4
appears mere complicated than the part of Ref. [3] which deals with
the same problem.

§ 1. Basic Notations
Q will be a 2-dimensional torus which will be represented as the
2-dim. plane R2 in which the points q = (α, β), q' = (α'5 β') are identified
if there exist integers m, n such that a — α' = m, β — β' = n.
Let C l 5 C 2 , . . . , Cs be s disjoint open, convex, connected sets in R2
with closures which are "pairwise disjoint on the torus Q": i.e., Ct is
disjoint from all the non-trivial integral translates of C^i,j= 1, 2,... s,
(if A is a set in R2 an integral translate τm^nA is the set
= {q\q e R 2 , q = (α + n, β + m), (α, β) e A},

τn,mA

where n, m are integers).
S

+00

The set 0 = \J {J

+00

\J τn>mCj will be called the "set of obsta-

j = l n=-oo m=-oo

cles".
We assume that dCh i = 0, 1,..., 5, are C 3 -smooth and have non-zero
curvature at every point.
The billiards flow is defined on the set of pairs (q,θ)9qeQ\O,
0 ^ θ S 2π: an element x e Q\O will be thought of as an "arrow" through
q forming an angle θ with the 1-axis of R2. Through every point q e Q\O
draw an oriented straight line parallel to the arrow (q,θ); when this
line hits an obstacle reflect it on the obstacle and continue it by drawing
a straight line in the new direction, and so on: this construction leads
to an oriented broken line rqtθ. The curvilinear abscissa on rqθ will be
measured starting from q. Define St(q, θ) = (q\ θf) where qf is the point
which, along rqθ, has an abscissa t and θf is the angle oίrqθ with the 1-axis
at q'. In case of ambiguities in the choice of 0\ we shall choose it so that
the arrow (q\ θf) points inwards with respect to the obstacle.
The flow St conserves the normalized Lebesgue measure μ(dqdθ)
-.—:— on V. Therefore, the triple (V,St, μ) is a dynamical
normalization
system.
=
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There is another dynamical system which can be associated with the
billiards flow.
s

Let M be the set of points (q, θ)eV

with q e (J dCi and θ such that
i=l

the angle φ between the outer normal and the oriented direction θ is
between — and — - : i.e., M is the set of the "colliding arrows" in V.
A point (q,θ)eM will be identified by the three numbers (ί9r,φ):
the first being the name i, i = l , . . . , s , of the obstacle dCt to which q
belongs, the second is the abscissa of q on dCt counted clockwise, and
the third is the angle between the direction θ and the outer normal to dCt.
Therefore, the space M can be thought of as a union of s disjoint pieces
MU...MS with Mt homeomorphic in a natural way to the cylinder
M f = Ur,φ)

where /—length of dCt

and

( φ ) { i φ )
If x e M, define τ(x) to be the first negative time such that Sτ{x)x e M
and let Tx be the point in M such that S^τ{x)(Tx) = x.
It can be shown that the mapping T:M-^M conserves the measure
v(drdφ)=

-.—:—
normalization

therefore, (M,v,T)

is a dynamical system

which will be called the natural "section" of the flow (V, μ, St).
The following theorem holds: [1,2],
Theorem (Sinai): (V,μ,St) is a K-ΐlow and (M, v, T) is a K-system.
Here we prove
Theorem. (F, μ, St) is a B-flow and (M, v, T) is a B-system.
In Sections 2, 3 we present a self-contained construction of expanding
and contracting foliations for the system (M, v, T) and a proof of their
local absolute continuity. The reader familiar with Sinai's work will
not find any new ideas here. There is a technical difference with respect
to Sinai's approach which is reflected in the fact that we never study the
absolute continuity properties of the expanding or contracting fibers but
we always deal with only approximate fibers.
In Section 4 we show how the results of Sections 2, 3 together with
Sinai's theorem imply that (M, v, T) is a J3-shift. In Section 4 we also
sketch the proof for (F, μ, Sf); the techniques used here are, of course,
essentially the same as the ones in the Ref. [3].
In Section 5 we give a few concluding remarks concerning nonperiodic billiards and open problems.
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§ 2. The Expanding and Contracting Fibers
ι

Observe that the mappings Tand T~ are not smooth. The singularity
set Sτ for T consists in the union of
dM=
and

ι

The

T~ dM.

singularity

set

for

Sτ-i

1

T'

is,

similarly,

It is easy to see that Sτ consists in several connected, pairwise
disjoint pieces, each of which is the union of a finite or denumerable
family of smooth lines.

it

J

r

^

C

r
w

//
j

JϊR

In the picture we consider the case of a single circular obstacle with
radius R close to \\ Sτ is the union of eight pieces and only parts of two
of them are in the picture. Parts of the other six pieces can be obtained
by translations of the ones drawn along the cylinder. In this case each
family contains a denumerable number of smooth curves which accumulate at the eight marked points. The signs + identify the sides of the
singularity lines on which T is continuous. In general, there will always
be only finitely many accumulation points for the singularity lines and
the function τ(x) will be unbounded in the neighborhood of such points
(if any).
A similar picture holds for T " 1 (now the singularity lines will be
decreasing rather than increasing).
1. Definition. If x e M, we put dT(x) = distance of x from Sτ; dτ-i(x)
= distance of x from Sτ-1. If x e Mh we denote k(r(x)) the modulus of the
curvature of the obstacle dCt at r(x).
Because of the discontinuities of T and T~ι we cannot expect to
prove the existence of expanding and contracting foliations in a topological sense. One can only hope that they exist in a measure-theoretical
sense.
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We shall construct a "natural" approximation procedure for the
contracting or dilating fibers.
2. Definition. A curve y in Mh i = 1,..., s, will be a monotone function
φ = φ(r) defined for rfy^r ^ r"r A curve y in Mt will also be called a curve
in M and it will be identified with its equation φ = φ(r).
3. Definition. If y is a curve in Mt we put
)= — ) cosφ(r)dr
y

and we shall call p(γ) = p-length of y.
4. Definition. If xoeMt for some i= l,...,s and dT(xo)>0,
dT-i(xo)>0,
we define the O-th order contracting fiber y{°\xQ) and the 0-th order
expanding fiber yf\x0) through x0 as the curves with respective equations:
for

dr
dφ

= -

fc(r),

φ(r(x0)) = φ(x0),

for

where the above differential equations are meant to define the functions
φ(r) in an interval [r\ r"~\ around r(x0) which is maximal in the sense
that the values of φ(r') and φ(r") are either —— or —-.
Clearly, yf\x0) is, in the "arrow" picture, the set of arrows colliding
with dCi and parallel to the arrow x o ; y^ixo) is a set of arrows colliding
with Cj and aimed in such a way as to come out of the collision parallel.
5. Definition. Let q> 1, and let k be a non-negative integer. Define

M{qk)+ = L\xeM;

-

||

,

|ft2 ,

Ma±=
k=0

This definition allows, in a natural way, to represent the sets Mf]± as
unions of complements of (fe+1) sets M~h,(h = 0,1,..., k): a more
detailed study of the singularity lines of Γ, together with the Y-measure
preserving property of T, allows to conclude that the Y-measure of
M*h does not exceed b(\ogh)/(ί +h2) for some b>0. Therefore the
Borel-Cantelli lemma implies:
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6. Lemma, vί (J Mq I = lim v(Mq)= 1.
The construction and the properties of the contracting and expanding
fibers are explained in the following series of lemmas. Their proof will,
however, be postponed until the end of the section. We shall use the
following further

notation: — — = minfc(r(x)), — — = max k(r(x)),
xv—

eM

R-\-

xeM

τ0 = min |τ(x)|.
xeM

7. Lemma. Given k^0,q>0,
there exists Δq>0
such that if
x0 E M{k) +, the connected part of the set Tky{®\T~kx0) which contains x0
is a smooth curve at least in the interval \r(xo) — Δq, r(xo) + Δq~\; its
equation φ = φ(r) is monotonically decreasing and its derivative is bounded
dφ
1
away from 0 and oo actually,
τ0
dr - RR+
8. Definition. Given fc^O, q>0, xoeM(k) + , the connected part of
the set Tkyf\T~kx0)
which is above the interval [r{x0)-Aq,r{x0) +Aq~]
and contains x0 will be denoted by y^fxo)9. Lemma. Given fc^O, q>ί,

xe M^k) + , there exists λ> 1 such that

° 1. Furthermore, if yE y{k)(x) and φ = φ(r)
+ I

and λ could be chosen 1 +
R

ratio I —— / ——
is between
\ ^ I yl \ ^ I x
exp ± θqp(yf\x)), for a suitable θq > 0.
is the

equation for

yf\x),

the

( k) +

10. Corollary. // q> 1, k^0, x e M q

{k)

, y e y (x\ there exists Cq>0

such

cosφ(T~ιx)'
τ{T~ιx)'
k(T~ιx)
for all I = 0,..., k, where p(x, y) = p-length of the arc of y^ix) between x
and y. Furthermore, Δq in Lemma 1 can be assumed (and will be assumed)
to be such that y e M{k)q +.

The above lemmas, definitions, and corollaries have obvious analogues
for the expanding fibers and we shall refer to these lemmas, corollaries,
and definitions as Lemma 1', Definition 8', Lemma 9', and Corollary 10r.
The next lemma establishes a relationship between the expansion
rates of two expanding fibers connected by a contracting one and is
the key to the proof of the uniform local absolute continuity of the
approximate fibers.
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{

11. Lemma. Let xoeM^~
and let x,yey ^(x0)',
assume also that
)
+
ι
x,yeMft
. Then the automorphism T , 1 = 0,1,..., k, is smooth in a
{
neighborhood of x and y on the fibers y c\x\ yΐ\y). The ratio of the local
ι
Λ)
expansion rates, under T , I = 0,..., k, of the p-lengths of y* at x and y is
between exp ± θq>tqo (pe(x, y)) where θq,tQJβ) is a suitable function,
monotonic and infinitesimal as ε-+0;pe(x, y) is the p-length of the arc of
yf\x0) between x and y.
Furthermore, if I — — (x), I — — (y) denote the derivatives of the
\ ar Jι
\ dr J^
equations for Tιy^\x) and T'yf\y) at Tιx or Tιy, respectively, i = 0,..., k,
then their ratio is between Qxp±λ~ιθq>>go, i = 0,..., k, for a suitable
choice of θq,tqo.
Finally the ratio \—z— (x) I — — (y) can also be bounded by
\ dr Ji I \ dr j i
exp±θq,>qo(pe(x,y))fori
= 0,i,...,k.
12. Lemma. Let xeMq(Mq);
then the function φf)(x)(φie)(r)) of
the curve yf\x) (y¥\x)) converges uniformly, together with its derivative,
to a limit φc(r) (φe(r)) which defines a curve that will be denoted by yc(x),
(ye(x)) or y^(x), (γ™(x)).
Proof of the Above Lemmas. The proof is made easier by using some
geometrical properties described in (i) through (vi) below:
(i) Let y C Mt be a smooth curve and let T be smooth on γ. Notice
that the p-length of an infinitesimal arc dy between x and x is, to first
order in dr = r(x) — r(x), the length of an orthogonal section of the cone
defined in the billiards plane by ideally continuing the arrows x and x.
The section of the cone which gives the p-length of dy (i.e., p(dy)
= — cosφdr) is the one close to dCt [within (dr)2'].
Clearly p(Tdy) is the length of another orthogonal section of the
same cone; this time the section has to be considered at the surface dC
of the obstacles C} on which Ty collides.
Notice also that the variation da of the angle that the arrows x and
x make with a fixed direction in the billiards plane is related to φ(x) — φ(x)
= dφ by da = k(r) dr — dφ. Furthermore, the distance between the
points on dCt and dCj associated with x and Tx is — τ(x).

If we denote φ' = φ(Tx), r' = r(Tx), dr' = r(Tx) - r(Tx), dφ' = φ(Tx)
— φ(Tx), the above remarks and some elementary trigonometry lead
immediately to the following relations:
p(Tdy) = — cos φ' dr' = — cos φdr — τ(x) (fc(r) dr — dφ)
dφ1 = - fc(r') dr' + (dφ - k(r) dr),
which are correct to first order in dr.
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(ii) An apparently more complicated but very useful form of the
differential relations derived in (i) is, with the same notation and assumption as in (i):
PJTdγ)
p(dy)

_ -cosφ'dr'
_[A
— cos φ d r
\

|

d φ \ τ ( r , φ)
dr ] cosφ

(1/Λ
\

dr' J cosφ'
and

dφ'

k(r')

— cosφ'dr'

cosφ'

dφ
+ cosφ dr

k(r)
cosφ

1
dφ
1
-k(r)
— cosφ \ dr

τ(r,φ)+ —

1

I

1

τ(r,φ)

1
(dφ'
+ k(r')
cosφ' \ dr'

(iii) It immediately follows from (ii) that if γ is a decreasing curve
i.e., —— ^ 0 , then Tγ is also decreasing and

"

d

dV-

VII

R+

R_

+

ncreasin g curve, y' = T" X7 i
1
R+

=

dφ'
dr'

1
— R_

1
+

(iv) If y is smooth and has equation φ = φ(r) and —^—^0 and
T, T 2 , . . . , Tk are smooth on γ, then a repeated application of the formulas
of (ii) above imply that the equation φ = φ(r) of Tkγ = y is given by

dφ
— cos φdr

2fc(T~1x)

2k(x)
cosφ(x) '
dφ
dr

k

k(T~ x)
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where for h= 1, 2,..., oo,

α, + •

+
(v) The only property of f{h) that we shall really need is that if h is
large, then fh depends very little on the variable with large index provided the entries of the continued fractions are not too small; more
precisely, we shall need the following statement: if 0 < σ ^ min
\atbi+l\
1^i^k-1

and 0 < σ ^

min

lα^l, and if the entries ahbt=

1, ...,fc all have

1 ^ i S k— 1

the same sign there is a constant Q such that
1

Q
2

(1 + σ)

1

Q

|α,l

i— 1,..., k —

1

[<2 could actually be chosen as Q = 2(1 + σ) 2 ].
In the case αί5fo^have the values of (iv) above the parameter σ could
be σ = ——, see Lemma 9.
(vi) If d(x) = min(d r (x), dτ-i(x)\

then there exists C > 0 such that
I Ml< - ^ ~

(vii) Now the proof of the lemmas proceeds as follows:
( k)+

Let xeM q

Let

and put dt = ct =

y(/c) consists of a union of smooth curves. Let y(k) be the smooth curve
which contains x. Let Δ > 0 be so small that the curve γk) is at least
above all the points of the interval / = \r(x) — A, r(x) + Δ~\.
h
h
Call ch= min \cosφ(T~ y)\, dh = mind(T~ y). The formula for the
yel

ye I

contraction coefficient p(Tdγ)/p(dγ) in (ii) above implies

92
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where λ0 = min (1 + — l r W y W ) > (1 + - ί ° Λ (Notice that we use the
XSM \
cosφ(x) /
\
R+)
fact that, by construction, the curves T~hy{k) are decreasing.)
The bounds in (iii) on dφ/dr imply that the length of l(T~~hfk)) is
related to the p-length of T~hγ{k) by

for some suitable C > 0. Hence
A

>Λ

1(T'h~1^kΆ>

A

^'
c

h+ί

and (vi) above implies, for a suitable C" > 0:

Similarly, for some C" > 0,
ch+1-

J ^

\sinφ\

From the last two formulas it is easy to infer, by induction, that there is
c ~
d
a Δq > 0 such that if A < Aq, then ch > ----, dh > •—-. Clearly, this implies
Lemma 7 and Corollary 10 and the first statement of Lemma 9. The
second statement of Lemma 9 can be proved using the technique of (x)
below (but is much simpler) and we skip its proof.
(viii) If xoeMj~, then Corollary 10 together with the continued
(k
ik)
fraction formula in iv) guarantee that, if φ \r) is the equation of y (x0),
ik)
dφ
the functions — — ( r ) form an equicontinous sequence defined on
γ(x0) — Δ , r(x0) -f Δ . This implies, if one takes into account the measure
dφik)
preserving property of Γ, that — — tends uniformly to a limit as k tends
dr
to infinity. This proves Lemma 12.
(ix) Finally, we prove Lemma 11 and divide its proof into two steps:
Assume x0 e M^ } ", and x,ye y{k)(xo)l assume also that x,ye
By Corollary 10 it also follows that x, y s M{k)q~.
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The formula in (ii) above for the expansion coefficient of the p-length
allows us to express the ratio:
p(Tιdyc)
p(dyc)

as

π
ι

'p(Tιdγc)

ί+[k(r(Tx))-

dφ
dr

<Tx)
cos(p(Tx)
τιJ
τ{Ty)

where ——-11 ,zex,y, denote, respectively, the derivatives in Tιz of
\ dr I
the equations of Tyf\z).
Corollary 10 and the remark that x,yeM^~ reduces the problem
to that of estimating the ratio between
f
and
-cosφ{Vy) dr
dφ
1
, i = 0,1, ...,fc. In the next point we call expαj(%,y)
— cosφ(Tιγ) dr
this ratio.
(x) We shall now use that, for z = x, y, i = 0,..., k,
dφ
1
-cosφ(Vz) dr
2k(Γz)

2k(T-"z)

Now (v) and Corollary 10 imply the existence of Qqo > 0 such that
y) is between

where, if ci_s(x,y)= min |cosφ(T'" s z)|:
R+

'

Since, by assumption, x,ye M^)+ , <vs(x, y) ^ —7
and, by(vi),

τ(T~sz)^

C
s
d(T~ z)

^Cq'(i+

(ί - s)2). Therefore,
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for a suitable Qq,; and the above estimate for |α f | can be bounded by

Hence there exists a suitable θq>>qo such that

This proves the second part of Lemma 11.
(xi) To obtain the first and the third parts one needs a more refined
estimate of the right-hand side of

s = ί + i I 1 •+"

i σ)

σ

i

Clearly, we need an estimate on ]Γ α^x, y) and the first sum in the above
ί= 0

formula gives a contribution bounded by, for a suitable choice of aqo > 0:

So the main problem is the contribution from the second sum. It is
easy to realize, using (ii), (vi), that if the arc of y^ixo) between x, y is
smoothly transformed by T " 1 , ...,T~ h , then the distance between
T~sx, T~sy is

and where μq,(s) is a suitable function of s [which can be estimated to
grow as (sί) 5 as s->oo!] and μq,(s) can also be chosen so that if
μq'(s)pe{x,y)<

s

2

. 2 , then T~\ ..., T'

are smooth on the

[Zq [i -j- s) )

This remark, together with the estimate for Ds(x, y) given in (x),
completes the proof of the lemma [and we could use for θq.tqo(ε)] the
function
oo

oo

r\

which tends to zero (very slowly) as ε->0.

§ 3. Local Absolute Continuity of the Approximate Foliations
The geometrical objects on which the local absolute continuity will
be studied will be, as usual, the "quadrilaterals".
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13. Definition. A domain GcM will be called a "fc-quadrilateraΓ
if it is connected and if its boundary is the union of four curves d+, δ_, ds, δd
such that δ + n 3 _ = φ = dsndd and such that δ+,<3_ are contained in
some fibers y{k) and ds9 dd are contained in some fibers y{k\ (fc = 0 5 ..., oo).
We call xb = 2_ n ds9 xb = d+ n ds, xa = d+ n 3 d , x'a = δ_ n 3 d .

14. Definition. Given g > 1, ξ > 0, oo ^ /c ^ 0, the family <&{*\ξ) consists in the fc-quadrilaterals such that xa, xb e Mq and the straight segment
xaxb is contained in a cone around the /-axis with opening very small
compared to 1/R+ (i.e., the angle between xaxb and any tangent to
ds, δ_ is bounded away from zero); furthermore, we require that the
diameter D(G) of Ge&^(ξ) be positive and ^ξΔq.
The bounds on the derivatives in Lemmas 7, 7', 12,12' imply that
the family ©^k)(£) covers, in the sense of Vitali, the Lebesgue set of
Mg,Vfc = 0,l,...,oo,V£>0.
In the following we shall repeatedly use the remark in Corollaries
10, i σ that if x ε M{qk)± and y e γ%(x\ then y e M ^ } ± .
Notice that ξ can be taken so small that, if G e <&f(ξ) and y e M$\±nG,
the fiber y^e){y) joins the opposite sides ds, de,(d+, dJ) of G. We shall
only consider those ξ having this property.
15. Definition. Let Gε©< k) (£). Let d^ = d+
d = y{(k)(x)nG. Define Φ : d^-^d as

k)

k)

)+

Similarly, if δj = δ s n M^ ΐ and xeMjf
as

nG, we define the mapping

Notice that Definition 15 makes sense only if ξ is small enough (see the
above comment).
16. Definition. Let G e (δqk)(ξ) and let us define on d+, δs the measures
rn+,ms which measure the p-length of a subset of <9+,δs, respectively.
Similarly, if xe Mqk)± nG, then we introduce on

a measure m(m') which measures the p-length of a subset of d(d').
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The main result of this section is contained in the following lemma:
17. Lemma. Using the notations of the above definitions the mapping
Φ(Ψ) takes the measure m{m!) into a measure absolutely continuous with
k χ
k χ
s
respect to m+(ms) and its Radon-Nykodίm density fc \ ){fe \ ))
i
between Qxp±θq(D(G)) where θq(ε) is a suitable function infinitesimal
as

ε—•GO.

Proof. Consider first, for simplicity, the case when the obstacles are
equal circles (k(r(x)) = const = ί/R).
Observe that if x e dik) = d+ nM^~
it also happens that
xeM{2k)q

+

c\M{k)q~

because

δ+ Cy { k ) (x a )

and

xaeMq

by

assumption.

Similarly, if y = Φx, then j e M ^ ' n M y , so we can assume that

( ) n M ( ) >
The constant curvature assumption implies that Tkyf\x) is a straight
segment with slope independent on xed{k) (actually the slope is ί/R,
see Definition 4).
Notice also that d{k) is relatively open on 3+ and Φ is a diffeomorphism,
so we can compute its Jacobian by considering an infinitesimal arc dγ
around x in dik) and
m(Φdγ)

p(Φdy)
P(Φdy) _ j p(TkΦdy) \

m+{dγ)

p(TkΦdγ)
p(Tkdγ)

p(Tkdy)
Lemma 11 implies that the product appearing in this formula is between
Qxp±θ4qq(D(G)).
Furthermore, the ratio outside the parentheses can
be easily evaluated using the remark X\\ΆiTky{k){χ) are straight parallel
lines with slope 1 /R:
p(Tkdy)
k
p(T Φdy)

_ cosφ{TkΦx)
k
~ ~Ύosφ(T x)

i

~ R \dr~)k
"^ __R Idφ

where we are using the symbols of Lemma 11. So Lemma 17 follows from
Lemma 11.
In the general case of non-constant curvature of the obstacles the
last formula for p(TkΦdy)/p(Tkdy) is not so simple because Tky{k\x)
are not parallel straight lines; nevertheless, if k(r) is smooth enough
(i.e., if dCt are of class C 3 , i = 1,2,..., s), then the lines of Tky(k\x) describe,
as x varies in d{k\ a very smooth foliation and the estimates of the above
ratio do not substantially change (Corollary 10' is needed).
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k)

18. Definition. Let xe M q nG, Ge& (ξ). We can introduce natural
coordinates (α, β) for x. They are defined as the p-length of the segment
{k
on δs or <9+, respectively, from x'h to the points y \x)cλds or y f ( x ) n 3 + .
(k)
Notice that, in the (α,β) coordinate, the set M^nGCd™ x δ
{k
(and, also, M q n G c d<*> x δ \ Vfc).
iP. Definition. Let G e © f (ξ). Put

The define the set G C G which, in the sense of the (α, jS) coordinates, is
G = δ{k)xδ{k\

Clearly,
GnMq/A C G C Mf } n G C 5<k} x δ(k) C G .

We shall introduce on δ{k) x δ{k) the measure vk(docdβ) = dotdβ.
20. Theorem. Let G e dΰ{k)(ξ) and use the above notations. Then the
restriction of v to B^ x d +* i5 absolutely continuous with respect to v{k)
and vice versa; the Radon-Nykodim density Q^(X) of v with respect to
v(k) is bounded by a suitable constant CqΛ (Vfc = 0 5 1,..., <oo) and is
almost constant in the sense that there is a function θq(ε), infinitesimal
asε-^0, such that ρ(k)(x)/ρk(y) is between exp ± θq(D{G)\ Vx, y e d{k) x d^\
Proof. Since on d(k) and B{k) the mappings Φ, ?P of df, df] into
}
yf (x)n G, yf]~ (x)nG with 3c e M^k)nG, are diffeomorphisms it is easy to
realize that x e d(k) x δ(k] (in the sense of the (α, β) coordinates)
ρύ

/ -cosφdφdΛ =
\ dadβ
dadβ
))

}

where \—r-\

\dr
{k)

tik\x)ttk\x)lίdφ\ _
- ccosφ(x)
o s φ ( x ) [ \[\dr)
d er )
[ dr

are the derivatives in x of the equation φ = φ(r) of

lev

y{k\χ)(y (χ)).
Therefore, Theorem 20 is a simple consequence of Lemma 17,
Lemmas 9,9\ and Corollaries 10,10;.
4. Proof that (M, v, T) and (F, St, μ) are Bernoulli Shifts
We shall first consider (M,v,T).

Let & = {PU ...,P Π ) be a finite

partition of M into 5 subsets with smooth boundary. We put d& = [j dPh
n

L=

^

(length of δP^) < oo. It will be enough to show that & is a very

weak Bernoulli partition see, for instance, [3]. Given l > ε > 0 let q
be so large that
v(M/Mql4)<ε2.
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Let us extract from the family ®^°(ξ) a denumerable family of disjoint
sets {Gj} which covers the Lebesgue set of Mq. Suppose also that ξ has
2
been chosen so small that exp ± θq(ξ) in Theorem 20 is between 1 + ε .
2

Let riε be so large that v (J G^M^Λ > 1 - ε . Let S β = (G l 9 ..., Gn)
/
be the subfamily of {Gi}"ί1 consisting in the sets in {G^f such that
v(G f nM β / 4 )>(l - ε ) v(Gi). Clearly
Define also for further use the number Nε: such that

λ~h(i+h2)<\ί

(4LAqq) V

We may assume without loss of generality that vlM/ (J g\ > 0 and call
g and 93 ε = {Go, Gl9..., Gn}. S is a partition; v(G 0 )<2ε.
Lemma 21. T/z^rβ is N'ε > Nε such
' C VI^'iT'1)1^
with the properties

that

given

Σ v(α)>l-ε

v(ang)
v(α)

Nf, N" > N'ε,
(1)

(2)

-Λg)

{GonMq(^...,GnεnMql4}.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the K-property of
(M, v, T).
Next construct the family Γ{εk) = (G{k\ ..., G^}) of the quadrilaterals
in (ΰqk)(ξ) obtained by considering the vertices xa, xb of a quadrilateral
ik)

{k

G; e S ε and by drawing γ (xa\ y \xa\

(k)

{k

γ (xb), y \xb\

{k)

ik

G = MI\J G \

Lemma 22. Given ε > 0 and Nf/ ^Nf^Nε
there is a kε such that the
family Γεk) consists in pairwise disjoints sets for k^kε and v(G(0/c))<2ε.
Furthermore 3X ε > Λ r such that if k ^ Xε>iY» there is a family
2Γ C VI§" T~ 1 "^ such that

1) X v(*)>l-ε,
αe3ί"

2)

v(ang)
v(a)
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Proof. This lemma immediately follows from the preceding lemma,
from the fact that the quadrilaterals in 93ε are closed and disjoint and by
Lemmas 12, 12' that tell us that lim G\k) = Gh i = 0,1,..., wε, in measure.
k->oo

Definition 23. Let a be a set in M; We define eCa to be the set of
{k)

the points xean{J

G

fc)

(cf., Definition 19 for G[ ) such that

k

iϊxeenG\ \

ι = l
ik)

for some i, then γ (x)nό\k) C α.
This definition makes sense because G\k) C M{k) and therefore there is
a fiber y*k)(x) through x.
Define f{k) = ( G ^ , . . . , G{kJ) then:
Lemma 24. Let N"^N'^N'ε.
Then if k>k8tN,, (cf., Lemma 22)
there is a family 21C Vlf{T~ 7 & such that
1) X v ( α ) > l - c ε ,
2) v(e)>(l-cε

for a suitable constant c>0. Provided ε is small enough.
nε

Proof. Let 2ί" be the same family as in Lemma 22. If A = [j G{k) and
s=l

xeAna
but x φ e then there must exist i,Nf^i = N", such that Tιx
is within 4/1"'(1 + i2)qΛq from the boundary 3 ^ (because the fiber
y{k)(x) contracts as in Lemma 9 and
xeM{k)).
Put τ = min v(g\ the above remark and our choice of Nε imply

An\J

(a/e))Z4LΔqq f

λ"'

W
J
(here we have also used 4) in Lemma 22).
Hence if 21C 21" is the family of the atoms a e 2Γ such that
it must be:

v(e) = v(enA)>

v(ar\A) (1 — ετ)

X v(anA)>

X v(anA) — ετ.

On the other hand 2) in Lemma 22 implies: (since G\k)DG\k)DG\k)nMq/4):
v(αnG ( 0 / c ) )<(l + ε)2εv(α) VαG2t//
I
nε
\
k)
k)
v a n IJ (G| /^i ) <4εv(a)
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Therefore for a suitable C > 0 (one can take C = 10):

Σ v(a)>ί-Cε
aeSΆ

v(e)>(l-εC)v(α).
k)

k

Let G\ eΓj; \ and suppose αe9Ic9l", then using the inequality
v(G (k) )>τ:
v{anG[k)) - v{en G\k)) = v{(a/e)nG\k)) ^ v((a/e)nA)

So 3) follows from 2), 3) in Lemma 22 and the remark G{k)nMqjA C G{k) C G\k)
(with some c > C).
We shall now reduce the problem of showing that 2P is a very weak
Bernoulli partition to a theorem in [3]. Let us define a c'ε-measure
preserving mapping ζ:a-^M. This mapping will be defined on eCa
and will map eng onto g,Vge f{εk).
By our definition of G\k) and of e it follows that it is possible to map
enG\k) onto G\k) along dilating lines [in the (α, β) coordinates this map
is along lines with β-const] in such a way to preserve the v^-measure:
letting i = 1, 2,..., nε we define a mapping ζ : e-> (J G[fc) C M.
i=l

By our choice of ξ at the beginning of this section, ζ is a map of
G[k ) n e onto G fc) which is ε2-measure preserving as far as the measure v
is concerned (cf. Theorem 20) and therefore Lemma 24 implies that ζ is
c'ε-measure preserving for some c'>0 [e.g. cf =
We remark that ζ maps g C 0 G| k) onto (J Gίk) and G[fc) C Mf \
ί= 1

i= 1

Therefore the distance between 7^ and Tιζ(x) can be bounded, if

for 0 ^ / ^ k, as a consequence of Lemma 9' with some /^ > 1.
Let now Fs be the set of the points xeM such that (distance of
Tx from d&) ^

1

, 2 , i = 0,1 .... If s is large enough v(Fs) > 1 - ε.
s(ί + i )
Therefore, since ζ is c'ε-measure preserving, v(ζ~ 1 F s )>(l — c"ε) v(a)
for a suitable c" (e.g. cr/ = c ; + 2) and for all choices of the number k ^ kEtN»
on which ( depends (cf. Lemma 24).
Hence we conclude that there is a positive integer i0, fe-independent,
ι
ι
such that T ζ(x) and T x lie in the same set of 0* for ίo^i^k
and for x e a
and outside a set with measure v(α) C"ε, (i 0 could be given by the condition CQλ\[ < - — — T J - for i ^ i 0 1.
g
2
s(l + ι )
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An application of Lemma (1.3) of Ref. [3] immediately tells us that 0>
is a very weak Bernoulli partition and, hence, (M, v, T) is a JB-shift.
It remains to deal with the dynamical system (V, μ, St). This system
can be easily seen to be isomorphic to the flow generated by (M, v, T)
1
under the function — τ(T~ x). The procedure for the proof of the
isomorphism of (V,μ,St) is essentially identical to that in the Ref. [3]
and we shall omit the details.
5. Concluding Remarks
The construction of the approximate fibers and the proof of their local
absolute continuity is easily generalizable to a "true" billiards: i.e., to a
billiards with reflecting boundary conditions (as long as the "table"
is a rectangle). So it will be proven that this system is a 5-fΊow as soon
as it will be known that it is a K-ϊiow: this theorem is proven in [2] and [5].
The periodic billiards is interesting for its connections with a simple
"wind-tree" model: it is in fact clearly related to famous open problems
such as the study of the mean square displacement of a particle which
moves bouncing on a periodic array of scatterers.
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